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We determine the lowest generalized two-sided cell for affine Weyl groups. We
< <show that it consists of at most W generalized left cells, where W denotes the0 0
corresponding finite Weyl group. For parameters coming from graph automor-
phisms, we prove that this bound is exact. For such parameters, we also character-
ize all generalized left cells for finite and affine Weyl groups. Q 1997 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 .The concept of cells for an arbitrary Coxeter system W, S was intro-
w xduced by Kazhdan and Lusztig in 6 . They define left, right, and two-sided
cells, which play an important role in the study of the representations of
the corresponding Hecke algebra.
w xIn 10 , Lusztig extends the concept of cells to the case in which there
are integers c G 1 associated to the simple reflections s g S satisfyings
c s c if s, t g S are conjugate. Integers subject to these conditions wills t
be referred to as parameters and the cells as generalized cells. The original
cells are obtained if all c are equal.s
Generalized left, right, resp. two-sided, cells are certain equivalence
classes in W which give rise to left, right, resp. two-sided, modules of the
 .Hecke algebra H corresponding to W, S and parameters c , s g S. If Ws
 .is a finite affine Weyl group the representation theory of corresponding
Hecke algebras is very relevant to the representation theory of reductive
 .groups over finite p-adic fields.
In this article, we are primarily concerned with affine Weyl groups. Let
W be an affine Weyl group with a set S of simple reflections anda a
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parameters c , s g S . The finite Weyl group corresponding to W will bes a a
denoted by W .0
For equal parameters, cells in W have been intensively studied see,a
Äw x. e.g., 12]15 . They have been explicitly described for type A , r g N seer
Ä Ä Äw x.  w x.  w x.11, 19 , ranks 2, 3 see 12, 1, 5 , and types B , C , D see 21, 22, 4 .4 4 4
Much less is known for unequal parameters. However, several problems
that have been solved for equal parameters arise for arbitrary parameters.
It is the purpose of this paper to give solutions to some of these problems
for unequal parameters. Partially, our results give answers to questions
w xraised in 23 .
The main results in Sections 5 and 6 are as follows. We describe the
wlowest generalized two-sided cell W in W . Generalizing 23, TheoremT a
x3.22 , we find reduced expressions for the elements in W . This cellT
contains nearly all elements of W . We show that W consists of at mosta T
< <W generalized left cells and provide a geometric interpretation of W .0 T
We also give a description in terms of a numerical function a on W . Fora
equal parameters, the function a is an important tool in the study of
w xrepresentations of Hecke algebras in 12 .
We then study the case in which the parameters c , s g S , come from as a
graph automorphism. In this situation, the coefficients of the
Kazhdan]Lusztig polynomials and of the structure constants of the canon-
ical basis of H can be interpreted in terms of intersection cohomology
sheaves. We derive a characterization of all generalized left cells, which
also holds for finite Weyl groups. This characterization implies that there
are only finitely many generalized left cells. We show that for parameters
< <coming from a graph automorphism, W consists of exactly W general-T 0
ized left cells.
2. PRELIMINARIES ON AFFINE WEYL GROUPS AND
A GEOMETRIC REALIZATION
We start by collecting some basic material about affine Weyl groups
w xwhich will be needed later on. The exposition follows 8, 23 , and we refer
to these publications for more details and proofs. In particular, we recall a
w xgeometric realization of the affine Weyl group given in 8 and adapt some
of the notions to the unequal parameter case.
Let V be a Euclidean space of finite dimension r G 1. Let F ; V be an
Ï Uirreducible root system of rank r and F ; V the dual root system. We
 :denote the coroot corresponding to a g F by a , and we write x, y forÏ
the value of y g V U at x g V.
Let Q be the root lattice. The Weyl group W of F acts on Q on the0
Ï.left , and we write W s W h Q for the affine Weyl group of type F.a 0
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When l g Q is regarded as an element of W , we will write p insteada l
of l. The reflection in W along the hyperplane orthogonal to a g F will0
be denoted by s .a
Geometrically, W can be described as follows. We will not distinguisha
.between V and the underlying affine space. Fix a set of positive roots
Fq; F, and let P : Fq be the set of simple roots. For a g Fq and
n g Z, we define a hyperplane
 : 4H s x g V N x , a s nÏa , n
and write s s s for the reflection along H . Let a g Fq bea , n H a , n 0a , n Ïsuch that a is the highest coroot in F and s s p s . Mapping s ,Ï0 0 a a a0 0
a g P, to s and s tos establishes an isomorphism from W to thea , 0 0 a , 1 a0
group V which is generated by s , a g P, and s .a , 0 a , 10
Denote the set of simple reflections in W by S . The group W is a0 0 a
 4Coxeter group with generating set S s S j s .a 0 0
 w x.We also need the following realization of W cf. 8 . Leta
F s H N a g Fq, n g Z , 4a , n
and let X be the set of connected components of V y D H. TheH g F
elements of X are called alco¨es. The group V acts on the set of faces of
alcoves, and we denote the set of V-orbits by SX . If f is a face contained ina
the orbit t g SX , we say f is of type t. For A g X and t g SX , there is aa a
unique alcove tA g X, tA / A, such that tA shares with A its face of
type t. The involutions s : A ¬ tA on X for t g SX generate a groupt a
W X. There is an isomorphism from W to W X, which can be describeda a a
as follows. Let
q  :  :A s x g V N x , a ) 0 for all a g P , x , a - 1 . 4Ï Ï0
 .  .For s s s , a g P resp. s s s , the hyperplane H resp. H con-a 0 a , 0 a , 10
tains a unique face of Aq, whose orbit in SX we denote by t . Thea s
isomorphism sends s g S to the involution s .a ts
Identifying W with V yields an action of W on V and thereby on X,a a
which we consider as a right action. We also identify W with W X from nowa a
on and write the action of W on X resulting from this identification ona
the left. The two actions of W on X can be seen to commute and to bea
simply transitive.
We fix parameters c , s g S .s a
LEMMA 2.1. Let H be a hyperplane in F, and suppose H supports faces of
types s, t g S . Then s and t are conjugate in W .a a
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Proof. The assumptions imply that there are alcoves A, AX g X such
that sA s As and tAX s AXs . Because of the transitivity of the leftH H
action of W on X, we can find an element w g W such that AX s wA.a a
We have
twA s tAX s AXs s wAs s wsA ,H H
and hence tw s ws, i.e., s and t are conjugate via w.
As a consequence of this lemma, we can associate an integer c g N toH
H g F, where c s c if H supports a face of type s.H s
For a 0-dimensional facet l of an alcove, we define
m l s c , .  H
H , lgHgF
 .and we call l a special point if m l is maximal. Note that, in general, the
set of 0-dimensional facets of alcoves contains the weight lattice P as a
proper subset.
Let T ; V be the set of all special points. If all parameters are equal,
w xthe notion of special points coincides with the notion in 8 , so T s P and
 . < q<  .m l s F for l g T if c s 1 for all s g S . The next lemma wills a
enable us to determine T in all cases.
 .Let G be the Coxeter graph of W , S , and identify the set of verticesa a
Ä Äof G with S . If G is of type A or C , r G 2, there is a unique non-triviala 1 r
automorphism on G.Ä
LEMMA 2.2. Let H, H X be parallel hyperplanes in F and let s, sX g S . Ifa
H supports a face of type s and H X supports a face of type sX, we ha¨e either
Ä Ä X .  4  4i G is of type A or C , r G 2, and s, s s s , s orÄ1 r 0 0
 . Xii s and s are conjugate in W .a
Ä ÄNote that if G is of type A or C , r G 2, the parallel hyperplanes1 r
H and H , for example, indeed support faces of type s and s ,Äa , 0 a , 1 0 00 0
.respectively.
 .  X .Proof. Suppose i does not hold and s / s . Without loss of general-
ity we can assume that there exists an element t g S such that st hasa
order 3.
Let A be an alcove having its face of type s on H, and let HY be the
hyperplane containing the face of A of type t. Then HY intersects H and
hence H X at an angle "pr3, which implies HYs X s H X. Therefore, H XYH sHX  .  .supports a face of type t, and s ; t by Lemma 2.1. Since sts s sts s t,
we have s ; t. Thus sX ; s.
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Throughout this paper, we refer to the situation in which the Coxeter
Ä Ägraph G is of type A or C , r G 2, and c / c as Case 1 and all other1 r s sÄ0 0
situations as Case 2.
In Case 1, let l be the fundamental weight such that P is generated byr
Q and l .r
Claim 2.3. We have T s Q or T s l q Q in Case 1 and T s P inr
Case 2.
We first notice that if l is a special point and m g Q, the point
l q m s l p is a special point as well.m
Next, since according to the definition of the weight lattice, P consists of
< q<all points l g V that lie in the intersection of F hyperplanes in F, we
have T : P.
Ä Now suppose we are in Case 1 and G is of type C . For the follow-r
w x .ing data about roots and weights see, e.g., 3, Chap. VI . Take an ortho-
 4normal basis e , . . . , e of V and write a s e y e , 1 F i F r y 1, and1 r i i iq1
1  .a s e for the simple roots in P. Then l s a q 2a q ??? qra sr r r 1 2 r2
1  .  :e q ??? qe and a s a q ??? qa s e . Hence l , a s 1, i.e.,Ï1 r 0 1 r 1 r 02
l g H . More generally, we have l g H for all short roots a g Fq.r a , 1 r a , 10
Since each H , a g Fq, a short, supports a face of type s , we concludea , 1 0
that T s Q if c - c and T s l q Q if c ) c . The case G of types s r s sÄ Ä0 0 0 0Ä .A follows by a simpler computation.1
In Case 2, parallel hyperplanes have the same parameter, so the special
w xpoints are the same as those in 8 .
For the remainder of this paper, we assume that in Case 1 we have
c - c , so T s Q. We can always make this true by labeling the simples sÄ0 0
.reflections accordingly.
A hyperplane H s H g F divides V y H into the two partsa , n
q  : 4V s x g V N x , a ) nÏH
and
y  : 4V s x g V N x , a - n .ÏH
For l g T , a quarter with ¨ertex l is a connected component of
V y H .D
H , lgHgF
Hyperplanes which are adjacent to a quarter C are called walls of C. The
quarter
VqF H
H , lgHgF
will be denoted by Cq, and Aq is the unique alcove in Cq such that ll l l
qlies in the closure A .l
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Let W , l g T , be the stabilizer of the set of alcoves containing l inl
their closure with respect to the left action of W . It can be shown that thisa
group is a maximal parabolic subgroup of W . Let S s S l W be the seta l a l
of simple reflections and w the longest element of W . We set Ays w Aq,l l l l l
y y and write C for the quarter with vertex l containing A . The defini-l l
.tions of W and S are consistent with the definitions given before.0 0
Let F U be the set of hyperplanes H g F such that H is a wall of Cql
for some l g T. The connected components of V y D U H will beH g F
called boxes. For l g T , we denote by P the box containing Aq.l l
q q  .If l s 0, we also write C , A which is again consistent , etc.
 .An integer d A, B for A, B g X is defined as follows. Consider the set
of hyperplanes H g F separating A from B. For each such hyperplane,
we set « s 1 if A ; Vy, B ; Vq and « s y1 if A ; Vq, B ; Vy.H H H H H H
 .Then d A, B is the sum of all « .H
Finally, we have the following partial order on X. For A, B g X, we say
A F B if and only if there exists a sequence A s A , A , . . . , A s B of0 1 n
 .alcoves such that d A , A s 1 and A s A s for some H g F,iy1 i i iy1 H ii
1 F i F n.
3. HECKE ALGEBRAS, GENERALIZED CELLS,
AND THE a-FUNCTION
 .In this section, W, S is an arbitrary Coxeter system. Let c , s g S, bes
parameters. For equal parameters, the following definitions and facts can
w xbe found in 12 . The generalization to the unequal parameter case is
w x w xcontained in 10 or 23 or is straightforward.
w y1 xLet A s Z ¨ , ¨ be the ring of Laurent polynomials in an indeter-
 .minate ¨ . The generic Hecke algebra H corresponding to W, S and
Ä 4parameters c , s g S, is a free A-module with basis T N w g W ands w
multiplication given by
Ä cs Ä yc sT y ¨ T q ¨ s 0 for s g S, .  .s s
Ä Ä Ä X X XX XT T s T for w , w g W , l w q l w s l ww , .  .  .w w w w
where l denotes the usual length function on W.
If w g W has a reduced expression w s s s ??? s , s g S for 1 F i F n,1 2 n i
we set
n
m w s c , .  si
is1
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which is known to be independent of the chosen reduced expression.
q w xDenote the Bruhat order on W by F , and set A s Z ¨ . It is shown in
w x10 that for w g W there exists a unique element
 .  .l w yl y mw .ym y . y1 ÄC s y1 ¨ P ¨ T , .  .w y , w y
yFw
q  .  .where P , y F w, is a polynomial in A and deg P - m w y m y ify, w y, w
y - w and P s 1. In particular,w , w
Ä q ÄC g T q ¨ A T ,w w y
y-w
Ä qT g C q ¨ A C ,w w y
y-w
 4and C N w g W is an A-basis for H.w
For y, w g W, y F w, define polynomials Q g Aq byy, w
 .  .l z yl yy1 P Q s d , . y , z z , w y , w
yFzFw
and let
mw .ym y . y1 ÄD s ¨ Q ¨ T , .y y , w w
yFw
which is an element in the set HU of formal A-linear combinations of the
Äelements T , w g W.w
We have an A-linear map t : HU ª A, given by
Ät a T s a a g A for w g W , . w w e w /
wgW
where e is the identity element in W. Let x, y g W. It is easy to check that
Ä Ä y1t T T s d /x y x , y
and
t C D s t D C s d y1 . .  .x y y x x , y
Let F be the preorder on W which is generated by x F y forL L
 .y1x, y g W, if there exists some s g S such that t C C D / 0. Thes y x
associated equivalence relation is denoted by ; , and the equivalenceL
classes with respect to ; are called generalized left cells. Similarly,L
we define F , ; , and generalized right cells. We say x F y forR R LR
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x, y g W if and only if there exists a sequence
x s x , x , . . . , x s y0 1 n
such that for all 1 F i F n we have x F x or x F x . We writeiy1 L i iy1 R i
; for the associated equivalence relation, and the equivalence classesLR
are called generalized two-sided cells. We use the attribute generalized
.whenever unequal parameters are involved.
For w g W, define
 4R w s s g S N ws - w . .
Remark 3.1. Let x, y g W.
 . w x.  .  .i 23, Corollary 1.20 If x F y, then R x = R y . Therefore,L
 .  .x ; y implies R x s R y .L
 . y1  w  .x .ii If C D / 0, then y F x. Use 23, 1.15 a .x y L
Remark 3.2. Let M be an abelian group acting on W in a way such
 .that m S s S for all m g M. The definitions in this section naturally
X  w x.extend to the extended Coxeter group W s M h W compare 15 . Gen-
X  . 4eralized cells in W are then of the form m, w N m g M, w g G , where
G is a generalized cell in W.
A function
 4a: W ª N j `0
 w x w xis defined as follows cf. 12 for equal parameters and 17 for unequal
Ä Ä.parameters . Let w g W. For x, y g W, express T T with respect to thex y
 4 y1basis C N w g W , and consider the coefficient of C . If the order ofw w
 .the pole at 0 of these coefficients is bounded as x and y vary, we set a w
 .equal to the largest such order. Otherwise, a w s `.
4. MULTIPLICATION OF STANDARD BASIS
ELEMENTS OF H
 .  .Let W s W be as in Section 2. We set n s l w , n s m w , andÄa 0 0
j s ¨ cs y ¨yc s for s g S . For x, y g W , we writes a a
Ä Ä Äy1T T s m T .x y x , y , z z
zgWa
Ä2 ÄNote that T s j T q 1 for s g S , so any m is a polynomial in j ,s s s a x, y, z s
s g S .a
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The next theorem is an important step toward describing the lowest
generalized two-sided cell of W in Section 5.a
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let x, y, z g W .a
 .i As a polynomial in j , s g S , the degree of m is at most n ,s a x, y, z
and the coefficients are non-negati¨ e integers.
 .ii The degree of m in ¨ is at most n .Äx, y, z
 . w xThe proof of part i is analogous to the proof of Theorem 7.2 in 12 .
 .The proof of part ii requires some preparation.
Let F be the set of directions of hyperplanes in F. We denote the
 .direction of a hyperplane H g F by i H . For i g F, we set
c s max c ,i H
 .HgF , i H si
and if J : F, we write
m J s c . .  i
igJ
 .For a quarter C , the set I C is said to contain all directions i g F such
y  . w xthat C : V for some H g F with i H s i. In 8 , Lusztig proves that ifH
 .  . <  . <C is a quarter and H g F has direction i H g I C , then I Cs -H
<  . <I C . We will need the following version.
Claim 4.2. If C is a quarter with vertex l g T and if H g F has
 .  .  .  .direction i s i H g I C , there is an injective map I Cs ª I C yH
 4i which is parameter-preserving.
X XIndeed, let A ; C be the alcove such that l g A, and let s , . . . , s g S1 n l
X X  . q  q. Xbe such that s ??? s A s A and d A, A s n. Denote by H , 1 Fn 1 l l j
X X  . X X  .j F n, the hyperplane in F separating s ??? s A from s ??? s A .j 1 jy1 1
We distinguish two cases.
First, suppose H passes through l, hence H equals one of the hyper-
Xplanes H for some 1 F j F n. We have As ; Cs and l g As . Sincej H H H
X X  . X X  .s ??? s A s s ??? s As , we getj 1 jy1 1 H
Aqs sX ??? sX A s sX ??? sX sX ??? sX As . .  .l n 1 n jq1 jy1 1 H
Therefore, for any hyperplane H X separating Aq and As we can find al H
different k / j, 1 F k F n, such that H X supports a face of type sX , and wek
X  X .  X .  X X X Xmap i s i H to i H . Note that the expression s ??? s s ??? sk n jq1 jy1 1
.does not have to be reduced.
Next, suppose H does not pass through l, i.e., H s H X p for somej m
1 F j F n and some m g P. With p , m g P, we mean translation in Vm
.by m. Then
Cs s Cs X s Cs X p . .H H p H 2 mj m j
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 .  .Since l p is again a special point and I C s I C p , we can2 m 2 m
replace C by C p and argue as before.2 m
 w x.LEMMA 4.3 compare 8, Lemma 4.3 . Let l be a special point, A an
alco¨e containing l in its closure, and C the quarter with ¨ertex l containing
 q  q..A. Let s , . . . , s g S be such that d A , s ??? s A s k, and let 1 F1 k a l k 1 l
i - ??? - i F k be such that1 p
s ??? s ??? s ??? s A - s ??? s ??? s ??? s A .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãi i i 1 i i i 1t ty1 1 t ty1 1
for all t s 1, . . . , p. Write p s  p c .Ä js1 si j
 .   ..i We ha¨e p F m I C .Ä
 .  q. q   .. Uii If s ??? s A : P and A / A , then p F m I C y c ,Äk 1 l l l
where cU s min c .ig F i
w xProof. The following facts can be found in 8 .
Let w g W be such that lw s l and Aqw s A. We denotea l
 q.by H , 1 F j F k, the hyperplane in F separating s ??? s A fromj j 1 l
 q.s ??? s A . Let 1 F j F k.jy1 1 l
v  .  .  .  .If s s ??? s A - s ??? s A , we have i H w g I C .j jy1 1 jy1 1 j
v
q .If s ??? s A : P , the hyperplane H w is not parallel to any ofk 1 l l j
the walls of C.
<  . <  .The proof of the lemma proceeds by induction on I C . If I C s B,
q  .we have A s A and p s p s 0. There is nothing to prove for part ii .Äl
<  . <Now let I C G 1. The case p s 0 is clear, so we assume p G 1.
 .Let H be the unique hyperplane in F separating s ??? s s A fromi 2 11
 . X X Xs ??? s s A . We set l s ls , A s As , C s Cs . ThenÃi 2 1 H H H1
 q  q..  .  X.X Xd A , s ??? s A s k, and s ??? s s A s s ??? s s A impliesÃl k 1 l i 2 1 i 2 11 1
s ??? s ??? s ??? s ??? s AX - s ??? s ??? s ??? s ??? s AX .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãi i i i 1 i i i i 1t ty1 2 1 t ty1 2 1
for t s 2, 3, . . . , p.
<  X. < <  . <  .We have I C - I C . Applying the inductive assumption, part i ,
to lX, AX, s , . . . , s , and i , . . . , i yields1 k 2 p
p
c F m I Cs , . . s Hi j
js2
and therefore
p
c F m I Cs q c . . s H si ij 1
js1
s m I Cs q c . .H H
F m I C . . .
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We used Claim 4.2 for the last inequality. Note that it is feasible that
m I Cs q c - m I Cs q c - m I C . .  .  . . .  . .H H H iH .
 . X qXUnder the assumptions of part ii , if C / C it follows by induction thatl
p
Uc F m I Cs y c , . . s Hi j
js2
and therefore
p
Uc F m I C y c . . . si j
js1
Otherwise, we have
p
c s 0. si j
js2
But then, according to the two facts mentioned at the beginning of the
 .proof, I C contains the direction of Hw, which is not parallel to any wall
of C , and also the direction of some wall of C. Consequently,
p
Uc s c s c F m I C y c , . . s s Hi ij 1
js1
which completes the proof of the lemma.
 .The proof of part ii of Proposition 4.1 now proceeds along the lines of
w xthe proof of Theorem 7.2 in 12 , using the above Lemma 4.3 instead of
w x8, Lemma 4.3 .
We will need the following two statements, which both easily follow
 .  w x.from Proposition 4.1 ii compare 12, Corollaries 7.3, 7.10 .
 .COROLLARY 4.4. For w g W , we ha¨e a w F n .Äa
nÄ Ä Ä Ä .COROLLARY 4.5. For any x, y, z g W , the elements ¨ t T T T anda x y z
nÄ qÄ Ä .¨ t T T D are in A and ha¨e the same constant term.x y z
5. THE LOWEST GENERALIZED TWO-SIDED
CELL IN Wa
 .For w, x, y g W , writing w s x ? y will mean that w s xy and l w sa
 .  .  .l x q l y and similarly w s x ? y ? z for w, x, y, z g W . In this section,a
we examine the set
 X X 4W s w g W N w s z ? w ? z , z , z g W , l g T .T a l a
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For l g T , let
 4M s z g W N w z s w ? z ,l a l l
and define
 X X 4N s w g W N w s z ? w ? z , z g W ,l, z a l a
w xwhere z g M . Note that according to 20, Lemma 3.2 , the conditionl
w z s w ? z implies zy1 w z s zy1 ? w ? z.l l l l
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let l g T and z g M . The set N is contained in al l, z
generalized left cell.
Proof. Let x g W , and suppose x s s ??? s , s g S for 1 F i F k, isa k 1 i a
a reduced expression. Let y g W . We denote by I the collection of alla y
 4I s i , . . . , i such that 1 F i - ??? - i F k and1 p 1 pI I
s ??? s ??? s ??? s y - s ??? s ??? s ??? s yÃ Ã Ã Ã Ãi i i 1 i i i 1t ty1 1 t ty1 1
for all 1 F t F p . For I g I , we writeI y
Ä ÄT s T .I s ? ? ? s ? ? ? s ? ? ? s yÃ Ãk i i 1p 1I
Induction on k shows that
pI
Ä Ä ÄT T s j T . x y s Ii j /js1igIy
Now take y g N , y s zX ? w ? z for some zX g W , and x s zy1 w z.l, z l a l
 .So x g N . Say x s s ??? s is a reduced expression such that w sl, z k 1 l
s ??? s and s ??? s s z for some k G m G n G 1. If we set I sm n ny1 1
 4 y1n, . . . , m , we have I g I and p s n see Lemma 4.3 for the definitionÄ Äy I
.of p . HenceÄI
nÄ nÄÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä Äy1 y1 y1 y1 y1¨ t T T T s ¨ t T T Tx y  z z y . x y y /  /
has non-zero constant term. Using
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Äy1 y1 y1t T T T s t T T T s t T T Tx y y y y x y x y /  /  /
nÄ  .y1and Corollary 4.5, we see that the polynomials ¨ t C C D andy y x
nÄ  .y1¨ t C C D have non-zero constant terms, in particular, C D andy x y y x
 . y1y1C D are non-zero. Thus, by Remark 3.1 ii , we have x s x F y andx y L
y F x, i.e., y ; x for all y g N .L L l, z
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The next corollary is an immediate consequence of the above theorem
 .for z s e and Remark 3.1 i . For equal parameters, this is Corollary 8.5
w xin 12 .
 .  4For l g T , we write R S s w g W N ws - w for all s g S .l a l
 .COROLLARY 5.2. The set R S , l g T , is a generalized left cell in W .l a
We now also get the following result, which for Case 2 is Theorem 3.22
w xin 23 .
THEOREM 5.3. The set W is a generalized two-sided cell.T
Proof. We need only look at Case 1, in which case
W s NDT l , z
zgMl
for some fixed l g T. Let zX w z and yX w y be elements in W , zX w z sl l T l
zX ? w ? z and yX w y s yX ? w ? y. Using Proposition 5.1, together with itsl l l
version for generalized right cells, we obtain
zX w z ; w z ; w y ; yX w y ,l L l R l L l
Thus W is contained in a generalized two-sided cell. The other inclusionT
w xis proven in the same way as in 23 .
We remark that W is the lowest generalized two-sided cell in W withT a
 .respect to F compare the first part of the proof of Theorem 6.13 .LR
< <THEOREM 5.4. The set W contains at most W generalized left cells.T 0
Proof. For l g T , let
X  4M s z g W N w z s w ? z , sw z f W for all s g S .l a l l l T l
w xFollowing 20 , we choose a set of representatives for the V-orbits on T
and denote it by R. Then
W s N ,DT l , z
X
lgR , zgMl
so the number of generalized left cells in W is at most the number ofT
 . Xpairs l, z , l g R, z g M .l
w x X y1 q.As in 20 , we see that z g M for some l g T implies z A : P .l l l
y1 q. XSince all z A , l g R, z g M , are different, the number of pairsl l
 .  <l, z is thereby bounded by the cardinality of A g X A : P for somel
4l g R . The latter set is easily seen to be a fundamental domain for the
< <action of the translation subgroup of V on X, so its cardinality is W . The0
assertion follows.
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There is another way to describe the set W , which is similar to thatT
w xdescribed in 2 . Let i g F, and denote by F the set of all hyperplanesi
H g F of direction i such that c s c . The connected components ofH i
V y HD
HgFi
are called strips. We write
U A s U . D
U strip, U=A
for A g X.
PROPOSITION 5.5. We ha¨e
W s w g W N w Aq ­ U Aq . 4 .  .T a
Notice that instead of Aq, we could have chosen any other alcove
 q .  q.A g X since U A ¨ s U A ¨ for any ¨ g W .a
 q.  q.Proof. First, let w g W be such that w A ­ U A . The alcovea
 q. qw A lies in some connected component C of V y D H . Thisa g F a , 0
quarter C with vertex 0 can be described as
 :C s x g V N x , a ) 0 for a g y P , 4 .Ï
where y g W maps Cq to C. So there are r linearly independent positive0
 4roots b , . . . , b and some k g 1, . . . , r such that1 r
Ï Ï :  :C s x g V N x , b - 0 for 1 F i F k , x , b ) 0 for k q 1 F i F r . 5i i
 q.We remove from C all alcoves which lie in U A and obtain the quarter
X Ï Ï :  :C s x g V N x , b - 0 for 1 F i F k , x , b ) b for k q 1 F i F r , 5i i i
where
1 if c s c ,H Hb , 0 b , 1i ib si  2 otherwise
 X .  q. Xfor k q 1 F i F r. The set C is a translate of C. So w A ; C .
X  q.Let l be the vertex of C , and let z g W be such that z A is thea
unique alcove in CX containing l in its closure. Since CX ; C , any other
 q. X X Xelement ¨ g W with ¨ A ; C satisfies ¨ s ¨ ? z for some ¨ g W , ina a
particular w s wX ? z for some wX g W .a
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Let s g S , so there is a wall of CX containing a face of type s. For eachl
X q  q.  .wall of C , the alcoves A and z A lie on different sides. Since l ¨ for
q  q.¨ g W counts the hyperplanes such that A and ¨ A lie on differenta
sides, we obtain sz - z. We conclude that z s w ? zX for some zX g W andl a
w s wX ? w ? zX.l
Conversely, let w g W , w s zX ? w ? z for some zX, z g W and l g T.T l a
y1 q. w xIf we are in Case 1, we set A s z A . Using 20, Lemma 4.2 , we get
A s zy1 Aq ; Cq .
and
w A s zX w Aq s zX Ay ; Cy. .  .  .l
 :  :  . qHence x, a ) 0 and y, a - 0 for all x g A, y g w A , a g F ,Ï Ï
 .  .which implies w A ­ U A .
y1 q.  :  X :If we are in Case 2, we set A s z A . We obtain x, a / x , aÏ Ïl
X  . q  .  .for all x g A, x g w A , a g F , and this again implies w A ­ U A .
 q.Note that the connected components of V y U A turn out to be
precisely the quarters of the form CX.
Remark 5.6. Define
W s w g W N a w s n . 4 . Än . aÄ
 .For w g W , we obtain from the proof of Proposition 5.1 that a w G nÄT
 .and from Corollary 4.4 that a w F n . Thus W : W . At the end of theÄ T n .Ä
next section, we will see that this is actually an equality.
6. PARAMETERS COMING FROM GRAPH
AUTOMORPHISMS
Äw xWe now place ourselves in the setting of 9, Sect. 8 . Let W be a finite or
Ä Ä Äan affine Weyl group with a set S of simple reflections and a : W ª W a
Ä Ä .non-trivial automorphism such that a S s S. Let W be the fixed point
Äset of W under a . This is again a finite or an affine Weyl group and has a
Äset S of simple reflections corresponding to the orbits of a on S. For
Äs g S, let c be the length of the longest element in the subgroup of Ws
generated by the orbit corresponding to s. We thereby get integers c G 1s
such that c s c whenever s and t are conjugate in W. We give as t
description of the generalized left cells for such parameters.
Ä Ä ÄWe will write P , C , a, etc., for W and P , C , a, etc., for W.Äy, w w y, w w
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For x, y, z g W, set
h s t C C D y1 , .x , y , z x y z
and correspondingly
Ä Ä Ä Ä y1h s t C C DÄx , y , z x y z /
Äfor x, y, z g W.
w xLet x, y, z g W and x F y. According to 7, 10, 18 , the coefficients of
Ä Ä  .P and h can up to a sign be interpreted as dimensions of certainx, y x, y, z
vector spaces on which a acts, and the corresponding coefficients of Px, y
and h are the traces of a on these vector spaces. We need thex, y, z
following facts, which are consequences of these interpretations.
Ä6.1. We have deg P F deg P .x, y x, y
6.2. If the coefficient of ¨ i, i g Z, in h is non-zero, then thex, y, z
i Ä  .  .coefficient of ¨ in h is non-zero as well. In particular, a z F a z .Äx, y, z
i Ä6.3. If the coefficient of ¨ , i g Z, in h is "1, then the coeffi-x, y, z
cient of ¨ i in h is non-zero.x, y, z
For x, y, z g W, let c be the integer given byx, y, z
¨ a z .h y1 y c g ¨ Aq,x , y , z x , y , z
 .and write d z for the degree of the polynomial P in ¨. Similarly, wee, z
aÄ z .Ä Ä .  .define c and d z for x, y, z g W, and we set g s y1 c .Ä Ä Äx, y, z x, y, z x, y, z
 .  .  .LEMMA 6.4. We ha¨e a z F m z y d z for any z g W.
Äw xProof. According to 13 , the corresponding inequality holds for W. In
view of 6.2 and 6.1, we can therefore conclude that
Ä Äa z F a z F l z y d z F m z y d z . ) .  .  .  .  .  .  .Ä
Remark 6.5. Let
Ä Ä Ä ÄD s z g W N a z s l z y d z .  .  .Ä 4
Äbe the set of distinguished involutions in W. We set
D s z g W N a z s m z y d z . 4 .  .  .
Ä .  .  .From ) , we derive that a d s a d for all d g D and that D ; D.Ä
w xThe following two results can be found in 13 .
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Ä Ä Ä Ä6.6. Any left cell G of W contains a unique d g D. For z g G, we
Äy1 y1have g s 1, and d is the unique element in W such that g / 0.Ä Äz , z, d z , z, d
Ä6.7. We have g s g for all x, y, z g W.Ä Äx, y, z y, z, x
THEOREM 6.8. The generalized left cells of W are the fixed point sets of the
Äleft cells of W under a .
Proof. Let z g W. It follows from the definition of C , w g W, thatw
t C y1 C g 1 q ¨ Aq. .z z
On the other hand,
t C y1 C s h y1 t C .  .z z z , z , w w
wgW
 .l w mw . y1
y1s h y1 ¨ P ¨ . .  . z , z , w e , w
wgW
Lemma 6.4 shows that there exists some d g D such that c y1 / 0.z , z, d
 .  . y1 y1Since a d s a d , we conclude that c / 0 and hence g / 0.Ä Ä Äz , z, d z , z, d
ÄWe have d g D, and using 6.6 and 6.7, we arrive at
g y1 s g y1 s 1.Ä Äz , z , d z , d , z
Thus, according to 6.3, both elements C D and C D y1 are non-zero,z d d z
  ..which in turn implies d F z F d cf. Remark 3.1 ii , i.e., d ; z.L L L
This means that any generalized left cell in W contains a distinguished
involution.
As a consequence of 6.2, any generalized left cell in W is contained in
Ä  w x.the fixed point set of some left cell in W compare 9 . Since there is only
Äone distinguished involution in each left cell in W, the assertion follows.
Ä Äw xIn 13 , Lusztig proves that if W is an affine Weyl group, W consists of
only finitely many left cells. So we obtain the following statement.
 .COROLLARY 6.9. If W is an affine Weyl group with parameters as abo¨e
the number of generalized left cells in W is finite.
Note that the proof of Theorem 6.8 shows that D is the fixed point set
Ä  .  . w xof D and that a z s a z for any z g W. Several statements in 13 thenÄ
carry over to W. We will need the following one for the proof of Theorem
6.13.
 w  .x. XCOROLLARY 6.10 compare 13, Corollary 1.9 b . For any z , z g W, if
X  X.  . Xz F z and a z s a z then z ; z.L L
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Remark 6.11. In general, it is not true that a generalized two-sided cell
Äin W is the fixed point set of a two-sided cell in W. Assume, for example,
Ä Äthat W is of type A with Dynkin diagram3
and a graph automorphism a which fixes s and s and interchanges sÄ Ä Ä0 2 1
Äa Ä Äand s . Then W s W is of type C . The elements in W which have aÄ3 2
unique reduced expression form one two-sided cell. But the only elements
in this cell fixed under a are s and s , which form two generalizedÄ Ä0 2
 .two-sided cells in W compare Fig. 2 .
 .We now again use the notations of Section 2 taking W s W .a
THEOREM 6.12. If we ha¨e parameters coming from a graph automor-
< <phism, W consists of exactly W generalized left cells.T 0
Proof. Let
N s zy1 w z N l g R , z g M X . 4l l
w xAs in 20 , we see that N : D. In view of Theorem 5.4, it therefore suffices
< < < <to show that N s W .0
 q. < <It follows from the proof of Proposition 5.5 that V y U A has W0
connected components. According to the same lemma, we have
V y U Aq s W Aq , .  .T
which in turn equals
N Aq . .D l, z
X
lgR , zgMl
< . X4 < < <In the proof of Theorem 5.4, we saw that l, z N l g R, z g M F W ,l 0
 q. < . X4 <and since N A is connected, we obtain l, z N l g R, z g M sl, z l
< < y1  q.  q. XW . We have z w z A : N A for l g R, z g M , so all0 l l, z l
y1  q. y1 < <z w z A and thus all z w z are different. We conclude that N sl l
< <W .0
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Finally, we prove the equality indicated in Remark 5.6.
THEOREM 6.13. For any parameters, we ha¨e
W s W .n . TÄ
Proof. It remains to show that W : W .n . TÄ
We first assume that we have parameters coming from a graph automor-
 .phism. Let z g W be such that a z s n . Choose some l g T , and letÄa
y g W be the element of minimal length in W z. Then z s x ? y for somea l
 .  .x g W , and by induction on l w y l x we see that we can find s , . . . ,l l 1
s g S such that s ??? s z g W and s ??? s z ) s ??? s z for all 1 Fn l n 1 T i 1 iy1 1
i F n, i.e., there exists an element zX g W such that zX F z. By CorollaryT L
6.10, we get zX ; z, thus z g W .L T
Now take any parameters c , s g S . We have w g W if and only ifs a n .Ä
nÄ Ä Ä Ä .there exist x, y g W such that ¨ t T T T has non-zero constant term,a x y w
 .i.e. with the notations of the proof of Proposition 5.1 , if and only if there
Ä Ä pIy1exist x, y g W and I g I such that T s T and  c s n . LetÄa y w I js1 si j
sX ??? sX be a reduced expression for some w , l g T. It follows from the1 n l
proof of Lemma 4.3 that  pI c s n if and only if there exists a parame-Äjs1 si j 4  X X 4ter-preserving bijection s , . . . , s ª s , . . . , s . Therefore, the condi-i i 1 n1 pI .tion a w s n only depends on the relation between c and c , and weÄ s sÄ0 0
can always find parameters cX , s g S , coming from a graph automorphisms a
such that the corresponding set W X , resp. W X , equals W , resp. W . Then . T n . TÄ Ä
claim follows.
7. EXAMPLES
ÄFor W s W of type C , we describe generalized left and two-sided cells.a 2
 q.We realize W in terms of alcoves, identifying w g W with w A . Thea a
generalized left cells are formed by the alcoves lying in the same con-
nected component after removing the thick lines. The generalized two-sided
cells are the unions of all generalized left cells with the same label c ,i
i G 0. In all cases, the elements in the lowest generalized two-sided cell are
labeled c . The alcove corresponding to the identity element is labeled c .0 1
We remark that in all cases considered, each generalized two-sided cell
has a non-trivial intersection with a maximal parabolic subgroup W of Wl a
for some special point l.
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w xThe equal parameter case is taken from 12 . The main tool for the
unequal parameter cases is Theorem 6.8. We use the descriptions of the
Ä w xcells of W in 19, 5, 4, 22 .
The four two-sided cells consist of 8 q 1 q 3 q 4 s 16 left cells in this
.order . See Fig. 1.
FIGURE 1
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The six generalized two-sided cells consist of 8 q 1 q 1 q 1 q 4 q 4 s
19 generalized left cells. See Fig. 2.
FIGURE 2
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The six generalized two-sided cells consist of 8 q 1 q 2 q 4 q 4 q 4 s
23 generalized left cells. See Fig. 3.
FIGURE 3
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The seven generalized two-sided cells consist of 8 q 1 q 1 q 1 q 1 q
4 q 4 s 20 generalized left cells. See Fig. 4.
FIGURE 4
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The seven generalized two-sided cells consist of 8 q 1 q 1 q 2 q 4 q
4 q 4 s 24 generalized left cells. See Fig. 5.
FIGURE 5
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